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The check out mored than and also a number of people beinged in the living-room. The old 

classmate‟s boasting made Lydia‟s smile shiver, however the Sue family‟s expression was 

very unclear. 

She used to be of the lowest standing one in the Sue family, but she was the one that 

stayed in the most effective rental property, riding on everyone‟s head. 

” Godfrey, did you acquire this?” Lionel asked, he had to determine what was going on, this 

location was clearly on auction, just how did it get involved in Godfrey‟s hands. 

Godfrey did not know where the vacation home come from, however Lydia snapped and 

stated, “Bro, this suite was purchased by us with clean cash, what‟s the issue below? Do I 

have to report my family‟s financials to you?” 

” Auntie Lydia, most of us know just how your family‟s condition is. You do not have that 

much money.” Harvey said in a deep voice. 

Lydia gazed at Samuel. She would certainly not allow Samuel take the lead and be the hero 

right here. 

 

” We‟re not looking down on you. Your household shouldn‟t have done something 

prohibited, ideal? Otherwise, don‟t get us entailed when the sky drops.” Yara claimed in an 

odd way. 

” What do you imply by prohibited, we‟re good citizens that follow the law, do not throw 

unclean water on my head,” Lydia rebuted with discontentment. 

” After that explain, where did this cash originated from.” 

 

” This much cash wouldn‟t have dropped from the sky.” 

” Did Yvonne have an uncertain connection with „those people‟ in exchange for it?” 



It did not matter what they claimed, Samuel can approve any kind of sort of supposition but 

not smearing Yvonne, that was something Samuel might not tolerate. 

Samuel will speak when Lydia looked at him with chilly eyes. She had the intestines to take 

the villa for given even if she did not ownit. It was Samuel had actually acquired the villa. 

” I‟m not scared to tell you that this cash is Father‟s settlement to Godfrey,” Lydia described. 

Papa made up Godfrey for it? 

These words triggered a significant mix amongst the Sue family members‟s relatives, just 

how could the old man make up Godfrey as he had died for numerous years? 

Or did Godfrey uncover the old man‟s unidentified surprise vault! 

The Sue household‟s relatives were nonchalant for a moment. Even if Godfrey really 

discovered the safe, the cash ought to be shared among them! 

” Lydia, come clean, where did this cash come from?” 

” Is it the cash left behind by Daddy before he died as well as you found it?” 

” We are all grandchildren of the old man, we are all entitled to acquire the estate, why 

should your household take it alone?” 

Jealousy overruled everyone when it involved the issue of cash, and they just want their 

share of this mountainside rental property. 

” What‟s all this around, this money has nothing to do with you. Father felt sorry for 

marrying Samuel into our family, so he left us an amount of cash. 

” Just how much money did the old man keep?” Lionel believed her words since there was 

simply no other explanation to this. The old man was upset at Godfrey when he was active, 

all of their siblings knew that the old male enjoyed Godfrey the most, and also it was not 

difficult that he had left him a fortune. 

Lydia thought about it, revealed her forefinger and also stated, “One hundred million.” 



” What!”. 

” One hundred million!”. 

” The old man in fact left you a hundred million!”. 

Every one of the Sue Household‟s family members stood up with incredulous expressions. 

Just how much cash did the Sue Family have? The old man presumed to book 100 million 

for Godfrey! 

If they had actually understood about the 100 million, they would have been willing to let 

Samuel marry into their family members! 

Lydia was extremely pleased with her smooth tale and also stated with a smile, “Or else, 

where would Godfrey get the money to purchase a suite, and also he‟s additionally adding 

magnificence to File a claim against family members.”. 

 


